A Lagrangian, for the slowly varying complex amplitude of an almost monocbromatio electrostatio plasma wave in an unmagnetized plasma, is derived. The method is a va,riant of the averaged Lagrangian technique of whitham, adoptod for uso in plasma pbysics by employing Low's Lagrangian, together with certain elimination procedures to simplify the Lagrangian to usable form. The erpansion in powers of the wave amplitudo is ca,rried out to quartio terms, and non-adiabatic terms are also retained. Ya,riations with respect to the amplitude lead to a nonlinea,r Schriidinger equatiou for the amplitude, while variationg of the pa,rticle tnajeotories lead to a modified Vlasov equation, which inoludee the nonlinea,r reaotion of the wave on the average trajeotories. It is assumed that thuo are no rosonaJxt pa,rtioles. These equations a,ro coupled through the nonlinear fiequency shift. rt is found that the pa,rtiole aspeot of the plasma has a profound efroot on the stability of the systnm, due to resona.nce of tho wave envelope with pa,rticles moving at the group velooity. This effect, nonlinea,r Landau damping, is olways destobilizing,leading togrowbh of modulations. rn terms of tho nonlinear Scbriidinger equation, the effoct changes the equation from a lfarhetX'ook oquation with a delta-function interaction to ono with a non-momentum-conserving, non-local interaction. rn the limit of fairly small wavelength of the modulations, it is showr that the growth rato approaehes that expected from plasma kinetic theory.
Introduction
A problom, which has reoeived little attention in plasma physics, is thet of the nonlinea,r ovolution of nearly monocbromatic waves. Such waves are probably best viewed in x spaoe rather than k sp&ce, in which c&se ono spea,ks of a wave packet (when the wave is of finite extent), or of a modulated wave train (when the wave ig ef inffnite oxtent). Nonlinea,r effects areate slight inhomogeneities in the background plasma, but, aside from this efrect, we &ssume that the background is inffnite and homogeneous. The pur?ose of this pa,per is to set up the nonlinea,r wave equation for nea,rly monochromatic Langmuir waves of small, but finito amplitude. This wave is chosen for mathematical convenience, and. because its nonlinear properbies have been studied previously from other points of view. However, the general form of tho ff''al wave equation is presumably appropnato to any dispersive nonlinea,r plasma w&ve, only the ngnlinsarity kernel being different. There is a proviso here that trapped-pa,rticlo effects would profoundly affect the form of the nonrinearity (Dewar tglzl, but in this paper wo suppose that the electron distribution function i, ,o-"Lo* truncated., so that all electrons ""*:T far from trapping. The model to be adopted is that of a collisionless plasma of ions and electiJnstfuracting only through electrostatic for@s, and with no background magnetic field.
Nearly monochromatic dispersioJ *ro" trains have been studied in fields as diverse as nonlinear optics and water wave theory. rn plasmu pny.i.r, vedenov & Rudakov (1905) , T?dlli & Washimi (1968) , Taniuri & yajima (1969) , Asano, Taniuti & Yajima (1969) , Tam (1969 Tam ( , 1920 , Tang & sivasubramanian (192r) and Hasegawa (1920) have covered various ".p"It, of the theory using cord plasma and hydrodynamic models. The main physioal contribution of this paper is to show that nonlinear Land.au aanping f,".o-"u important when a kinst'is description is used, the nonriner," f"eqo"i"y ,rrin "o"m"i"a6 gging re_ placed by a non-local kernel. This has the effJ.t ofiausing smalr modulations, stable in the absence of.1ofr:l," dissipation (Asano et at,."1969) to grow exponentially (' modulational instability, ).
-Mathematically the main innovations of this paper a,ro the use of an expansion 3f.19*'r (1958) Lagrangian combined with theimethod of erimination, and 'whitham 's (1965) averaging principle to simplify the result. unlike whitham we retain some correotions to the adiabatic apiroximation and use comprex lnplit]les' va,rying complex conjugates indepeidenily, tr* ort ioiog a, nontineal sclrldinger-typo equation. the raot that a nonlinea,r Schrtirringer equation can be derived by a Lagrangian method has arso been noticed recentry by K. -B,Dysthe (1972) . rt should also be rema,rked here that Ganoway & Kim ( 1 971 ) have used an expansion of the Low Lagrangian in their derivation of modecoupling coefrcients. As has been shown ry"ociar trg?O") .;a by Dougherty (1970)' a Lagrangian formulation is very efficient for deriving conservation theorems for the system as a whore, and we shall briefly p"ur"ot ti"u" tu"o*-u.
rn $2 we explain the use of the Low Lagrangian for a generar system. rn $ g y" """ry out the perburbation expansion oltn" r,rg"angiin to quartic ter:ns in the wave amplitude. The complei amplitude ,"p"ei"nt*tion is introduced, and averaging is carried out, giving a rather comFlicaied expression for the averageJ Lagrangian in terms g.lbglh fierd and particle perturb'ation ampritudes. rn g4 this erpression is simplified by etminating the mic"or"opi. p"*icre d.isplacements in favour of the maoroscopicariy observibre field. pu"t*u-:iio" ampritude. The result is a nonlinear Lagrangian for the average parbicle motion. The transformed uyor equat'ion is given in both Lagrangian and Hamirtonian form.
rn $5 variation orthl *uo" u-prituJe is shown to give rise to s, n6nrins41 S-cbr<idinger equation for the complex wavo amplitude. The conservation theorems for wave aotion, total momentlm_, and tital energy are derived by an adaptation ofthe usual methods offield theorv.
Linearization of the transformed vlasov "qor'tio' with respect to the field energy allows us to obtain the perturbed distribution function ^to $ u, and hence t|: tot{ frequency shift induced by the nonlinear effects. rt is shown that the effect of particle resonance with th; modulation envelope is to change the nonlinear schriidinger equation from a Hartree-tr'ock type equation with a delta La4rangian theory for colli,si,onless plasma 269 function interaction to one with a non-local, non-momentum-conserving interaction.
The implications of these equations for the stability of smail amplitude modulations aro discussed in $ 7. The linear stability calculation is also performed in terms of sidebands, and it is found that the upper and lower sidebands become strongly coupled when they are close to the carrier. Only when the sepa,ration is fairly large will the mode coupling of conventional plasma kinst'is theory be correct.
The Low Lagrangian
Suppose we &re grven a Lagrangian density ofthe Low (1958) form awhere /"(x, v, f) is the density in the (x, v) phase space of particles of species e. Thus the appropriate oonstraintf on/ is the particle conservation condition il,%ilsufr (x,v,tl : ilsstd?"r"fr(xr, vr, fr) , Ql whore (xr, vr) is the phase-spa,co position at time fr, of a pa,rticle whoso position at time I is (x,v). This conservation constraint will also be used at equal times (i.e. i : fr) to define the distribution function for the averaged motions, (x., v1) then having the interpretation of being the exact phase-space position and (x, v) the averaged, reference, or background position.
For the moment suppose that Z" and I' arr unspecffied, save that they are functions of a field (in general a vector field) /, and its space-time derivatives V/ and Qs (genemhzation to dependence on higher derivatives is not difficult). Also, we require that9' does not involve,f, i.e. that it be the free-field Lagrangian density. Furthermore, we m&y suppose that L, depends on a phaso-space field 5"(x, v, f), and its convective derivative D,€, = (fi*" .o *",.*) t,,
where a"(x, v, f ) is the acceleration field of the particles (seo (8)). Also, of course, 4 will depend on v. In summary, then,
Henceforth the species label s is taken to be implieit.
To utilize this Lagrangian density we appeal to Ilamilton's variation&l principle 2[a"oy"r'"*s', (1) t ! ,at !aae : 0. 
f Low actually used oonsta,noy of / on a trejectory, but, as notod also by Galloway & Kim (1971) , the constraint givon by (2) is suporior. rg pLA 7 270 R. L. Dewar whore the partial derivatives 0l0t and,v. are, in a sense, total, in that they act on the total time or space dependence, respectively. To va,ry x and 5, it is possible to work always in the cunent ,Eulerian, form of9 ,butthe simple dependence on/allows us easily to transform to , Lagrangia,n, fo-rm bq mapping from (x,v) space to (xr,vr) spaco along the (not o6""rJ-*ity physical) particle orbits. The transformationls alnnea Uy:
x: x(x1rV1,f) 'l v:0l0tx(xt,vr,t) = *,J
and a is defned to be a : }zlltzx(xr, vr, i) = ii.
(g) Thus DE: al?n€(X1,v1, t) = E. (9) Using the constraint (2), we thus havo (10) (60) ( 1 1) g,, :(W)2,
where o is the eleotrostatio potential, and, m and e are the pa,rticle mass and "1""g_",respectively. using (1), (o), and (11), with C -> o, we readity verify that bhe above forms correctly give poisson's equation and Newton,s equatlon of motion. There is as yet no co-ordinate correspolding to (. Equations (6), (11) and (12)willbeappliedrepeatedlythroughoutthefollowing seotions, with only the meanings of the 'goneralizedoo-onclinates, 6, *,rrd E "l*g-q as w€ progressively transfom. the system. The only requirement fqr the validity of these equations is that' g be in the form of ( 1); thal / satisfy the constraint of (2), and that the dependences be those of (4).
Perturbation expansion and averagrng
Ag mentioned in $ 1, we shall confne our attention to electrostatic waves in non-relativistic, unmagnetized plasmas. Thus our Lagrangians are La4rangian thwry Jor colli,si,onl,ess plasma Z7l we now suppose that there is a clear separation of time and length scales, so that the potential and the particle position vector may be split intio a slowly va,rying part (actuaily, in the particle case, it is the velocitythat is slowly varyingi, and a rapidly varying part that a,verages to zero on the lone time scale:
The background position x0 and potential (Do are not to be thought of as known a priori. They are fields whose determining equations are to be found from Hamilton's principle, just &s &re those for I and Q. The s,bscriqtts o wi,il herenfter be ilropped,. Thus o will now denote the averaged potential, and x tho atsera4d, position of a particle.
rt is assumed that E is a single-valued function of x and v. This is a verv important limitation of the present treatment, as it rules out an i-portant class of particle motions, namely 'trapped particle' motion in the potentiat troughs of the wave. A trapped particle would desoribe a topological circle (on the sh"ort time scale) in phase space, and knowledge of the average position and velocity would not be enough to specify the phase angle of the orbit. As indicated ir, $ i, we &ssume that there &re no particles travelling near the wave phase velociiy, and hence no trapped particles.
The averaged position x has been called the 'oscillation centre'in the theorv of r.f. confinement, and is a,na,logous to the gurding centre in magnetized plasmas. The slowly varying distribution function .f(x, v, t) is the d.istribution function for the oscillation centres, it is not the spatially averaged. distributionfunotion of quasiJinea,r theory. Thus the problem of 'fake diffirsion, (Aamodt & Drummond 1964) is avoided. For this reason we believe that the present approach effects a clearer separation between particle and wave subsystems. Also, and perhaps more importantly, it will transpire that the nonlinear correction to the linear dispersion relation is numerically very small using the oscillation-centre distribution function; i.e. the linear dispersion relation forns a much better approximationwhenthe oscillation centre distributionfunction is used than when the space-averaged distribution function is used.
We must now discusg the questions of ordering and of time scales. The wave is taken to be nearly monochromatic, that is, we assume the spectrum in k spaco to be concentrated witbin a small region of size o(el (e being our expansion parameter) around a frxed, reference wave vector ko. Nonlinear Landau damplng (see $7) will presumably eventually lead to a violation of this ordering m tn" spectrum moves towards smaller k's, but the ordering will remain valid until t : Q6-a1. rn x space this ordering implies that tbe local amplitude of thevave R. L. Dewar is a slowly varying function of position, i.e. that it depends on ex rather than on x. Thus we may write where the compiler amplitudes 1r, E , {r, Q, are slowly varying functions of x (note that their phases are also slowly varying, consistent with the assumed spectrum). The reference frequency oo(&) is taken to be determined. by the linear dispersion relation to within @(6r;. Now we know from linear theory that modulations tend to travel at the group velocity 1uol7ko, except for a slow dispersive spreading on a time scale o(e) glower than the modulation time scale. Thus, the behaviour of the amplitudes on the el time scale is determined by the ex dependence. Allowing for dispersive spreading, then, the (x, t) dependence of the amplitudes may be taken to be (18) This dependence should be borne irx mind, but will not actually be used until $ 5. To balance the effect of nonlinearity with that of dispersive spreading (Benney & Nowell 196?) , we take the amplitudes corresponding to the firsi ha,rmonic, f,, and /r, to be O(e). The second harmonic amplitudes $r, Srarc O(e21, and higher harmonics are negligible to the order to which we work. ft then turns out that O : O(er) and a : O(d). The Lagrangia,n IaUe may now bo expanded up to terms o(d) after the substitutions of (18) 
where EE:vv = trt,*r*r, EEE:vVv = €r€tEr&-t*,
substituting (17) into (19) and (20), and averaging out the high-frequency terms, we find, to O(4), 
4. Simplification of the single-particle Lagrangian
The introduction of the perturbation quantities and the splitting of these into the amplitudes of the harmonics, and their eomplex conjugates, has, not surprisingly, resulted in a considerable increase in the complexity of the Lagrangian. On the other hand, a good deal of the information contained in these quantities is not really wanted. In fact, all we reaily need is the average potential O, the amplitude of the fundamental tone of the potential, /, or /f , and the behaviour of the oscillation centres (x,v). The other quantities, Qz,Er, f,r, and their complex conjugates, m&y be eliminatedt from the Lagrangian without loss of macroscopic information. In $ 4 wo shall eliminate E, md [. fron (I).
Equation (12) *&oo,-"aror,*o#. (26) Substituting (24) in (26), and iterating twice, we find f, erplicitly given by q,=e*W.*h(oo,*W)-*ry .*#l-ry.I*ffit r*i##t olf+ ore1, p.l Do: fr+v.V.
We may now use (24) and (27) to eliminate {. and f, from <L>, (2L). This is most easily effected by using tho identity (following from (19) when the equation of motion for { and parts integration are used to elimina6s 291 (L): Lo-le(1.vil+he(EEE:Vwd).
Equation ( 
we do not need all this acouracy for describing the average quantities rD and/, since even-a Lagrangian correct to o(e2) will correct the"linear (unperturbed) equations by an amount sufficient for our purposes. Thus, for the background quantities it is sufficient to take (L):Lr-nW using (6), with d * @, we find that o is det€rmined by the eha,rge neutrarity oonstraint >,[f a, : o. 
The distribution function in (x, p) space, l'(x, p, t), is defined by
Liouville's equation **Y.T-TH an 7f *dF'E-E'U6: o
now applies. since the nonlinear correction to the Hamiltonian is small, o(ez),wemay hope to eolve (37) by linearizing it. This may not be valid for la,rge depth of modulation (ott & Dum 1971) It will be observed that the net result of our treatment of tho particle motion is to ma,ke a canonical tnansformation from the exact position and momentum to the averaged position and its conjugate momentum. Tho new variables are closely relatod to the action-angle variables for a particle undergoing periodic motion of the 'rotation' tnro (Goldstein 1980, p. zsar.1. The transformation is also closely related to the Bloch function representation ior a quantum particle in a periodic potential (Dewar 1gz0b); fik and.E* correspona;r,i, in the claseioal limit, to p and.E. Thus the effect of the wave is to change the-effeotive mass of the pa,rticles. ved.enov, Gordeev & Rudakov (1962) have-also used a very simila' equation to (37), with (85), but have failed to eppreciate that it is n-o longer adequate to take D : nfit G* o,T purposes, if notlor theirs). 
.vo = 2[yroara.
We may use the approximate dispersion relation
to simplify the o(ea) terms in <-g>.Arso, we may now use (1g) to justify repracing -* wth H.v.
Toobtain 'n,rl'krand,}zo,ol'koSkointermsofderivativesofzo,considerchanging ko by dko; then the change U* ;*;;* da,o : d\. ffi + +dkodh.#+....
On the other hand, (42) implies that eo(aro + dr,ro, h + ah) : O(ez). Expanding this equa-tion, substituting daro
.as qrven ebove, and. equating coefrcients of dko ma aqoq t" "*", *""n"i the identities 
O SOl.Ht simplification we mav elimina;tr' Qrbyusing (22), (s8) 
+tnkfi(P)-' r,-z!)y*apz-*w..ffi.vv. (4e) Equation (6), with C r Y*, gives the rnnlinm,r Schrdddnger equati,on i#:u,r-;ffi.wY, where a,: (&aJ 'uoo-
where we have chosen ato so that eo : GrkS(+)-(zr, -zi) lYolz, -" \o@o/ lVol being an arbitrary reference amplitude, which may be taken to be zero if desfued. The right-ha,nd side of (51) has been designated dar, as it may be interpreted as tbe total nonlinear frequency shift (Karpman & Krusbkal' 1969) , consisting both of the purely nonlinear lYls conection, and tbe quasilinea,r contribution from dzo. 'We have normalized Y so that l,1'l, : kl!d\ ofq. = w,
i.e. lYl, is the action density of the wave. The close analogy between classical and quantum waves has received some attention lately (Dewar 1970a), and (50) bears t'his out in a striking m&nner. Equation (50) is indeed the Schriidinger equation with potential 8o and inverse effective mass tensor 02aol0ko0ko. We may justifiably call Y the wave function for plasmons. Observe that the nonlinearity of the equation enters through the dependence of dr,r on lYl' . This is exactly the same situation as with the self-consistent field or Ha,rtree-Fock approximation (without exchange) for a many particle system, but we cannot say what the form of the interaction for these 'particles' is until we find 0/. Thig will be done in $ 6. We conclude $ 5 by remarking that the existence of a Lagrangian allows us to derive the conservation theorems for the system. For a Lagrangian density in the form of (1), with the dependences of (4), with no (, we may prove the general momentum and energy conservation theorems (Dowar 1970b) A(: 
where p and EI ate defined by (3a), and I denotes the unit dyadic. we take t' to be (Y*,V1,9 tobe (9),.t to bo (I) defined by (30) (not (29)), and.g, ta be all those terms of (9) not containing d/. Denoting this new defiuition of-gl, by 9', we have, upon use of (El), The nonlinear Schrtidinger equation (50), the cha,rge neutrality constraint (Bl), and the vlasov equation for the average motions (BB) or (BT), form a complete system of equations for describing the evolution of V. However, by solving the linearized vlasov equation (39), we may eliminate all unknowns but v, thus making the nonlinear Schrtidinger equation a complete desoription for the evolutioh.
Lagrangian theory for nllisionl,ese gtlasma
Z7g
The mathematioal procedure is basically that used by ott & sudan (1969) for finding the effect of linu,r Landau damprng on a nonlinear sound. wave. Also vedenov, Gordeev & Rudakov (196z) have solve a very simirar set of equations, the only difference being that, in our caso, the fact that the v introduced into (ao) tbrough ari (see (21)) is given by v :iill7p (61) becomes of considerable importance. rn view of the previous work, we shall not go into details, but merely stato tho result (correct to first order in mlM) fhis slplsgsion may be evaluated approximatery, und.er the assumption that the phase velocity of the plasma w&ve is much greater than the electron thermai speed, or equivalently lcs 4lcp, (66) where Lp is the inverse Debye length. If &0 is aery small, ko 5 1mlM1* tco, then the tntm (mlM) Iorin.yK is important. If also the electrons are much hotter than the ions, then [4 has a pole near K. vo : KC, and will have a negative real part on one side, leading to modulational instability, the case of coupling to a low frequency mode df9ury9d by Hasegawa (1920) . This particular instalility wae actually discovered by Vedenov & Rudakov (1968) using s fluid approximation.
Since the main purpose of this paper is to discuss the effect of nontineal Landau damping, we ma,y simplify matter by going to the infinite ion mass limit. corresponding physically to assuming koV lmlMf ho.
(Ifthis is not satisfied, then ions can contribute also to nonlinear Land.au damping, espeoially when the ion temperature is high.) Having made this ,*.o-piioi, we may sbill distinguish two cases, namely K nearly parallel to vo, and K definitely not paraller. we shal assume an isotropic distribution always, although not necessarily a Maxwellian one.
(i) Kllvo (the one-dimensional case):
where a is a constant of ord.er ";;i*!i?;
a: kour1rlao, with uro being defined by fi,, = [urfod,u, and 1,2 by kb = -$lt-@ du,
(6e)
lho prime on f 'o@l denoting differentiation with respect to the argument. For a Maxwellian ptasma a : ^r;.To3$at fm Z* is a Ao1oiO1p"1i"j slaUu" tn"n Re 2., owing to the smallness of/-i(uo). We may also use these ""*16'fo" one-dimensional systems in which K cannot be anything but parallel (or anti-parallel) to vo. tr'or such a one-dimensional system, fozl b6"o-", ' " fdK-. ,r:
J6vxpxexp{i,K(r-uot)}, Fz)
i.e. U: where P denotes the principal part operator.
Lagrangian theory for colli'si'onlws plasma,
281
Inserting (?3) in (50), we see that the effect of nonlinear Landau damping on tho nonlinear Schriidinger equation is to introduce a non-iocal interaction between the 'piasmons', described by (76). This is no ordinary non-local interaction, howover, as it is antisymmetric, i.e. it changes sign upon interchange of plasmons. Ono may readily convinco oneself that such an interaotion has the startling property of not conserving momentum. Of oourse, the systom as a whole conserves momentum, as shown by (56), (58). The non-Gonservation is only within tho plasmon sub-system, the plasmons exchanging momentum (and energy) with tho particles owing to nonlinear damprng. Not surprisingly, tho effect of this singular interaction is to cause modulational instability, but we shall delay proof of this until $ 7.
(ii) K x h + O. I:x this case, the imaginary part of Z6 dominates the real part, which can theroforo be neglected. We havo ,**Wlau@xv),r.pd [K.(vo-v) There are two main approaches to investigating the nature of solutions of the nonlinear Schriidinger equation. The fust is that of Karpman & Krushkal' ( 1969) , who introduce the modulus-phase representation rY : lYlei,.
Multiplying (50) 
with dr,r given by (73), or its three-dimensional generalization. Note that (81) a,grees with the action-conservation equation (53). These equations s,rs nenlinear, and the general solution is unknown; but thoy a,re closely analogous to fluid equations, with d playing tho r6le of a velocity potontial. X'or small lf -nfg and in the one-dimensional case, Karpman & Krushkal' (1969) have shown that (81), (82) can be reduced to a Kortewegde Vries equation, in the case Re76 > 0, ImZs : 0. Nonlinear Landau damping will modify this equation in a manner essentially the same as that encountered
